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Jagoan took a deep breath, and spoke hastily, “Forget about that! Just do as I say!”

Rowan still had more to say, but he was stopped by Jagoan’s intense gaze!

Jagoan looked at the two of them talking and did not show any emotion. He was in no hurry to attack as

well. He was like a cat toying with a rat as he calmly looked at the two of them.

Jagoan frowned before he turned to look at Jagoan. He finally moved!

He circulated his true energy beneath his feet, and a wave of green energy surrounded Jagoan’s feet.

Jagoan actually learned a speed technique. Many warriors in the upper skill ranges usually learned some

for the sake of self-preservation. Speed techniques had no offensive capability, but they were incredibly

important at key moments!

He immediately rose into the air, his goal was not Jagoan, but the three-headed silver python that was

lying on the ground.

In truth, the python was not far away from Jagoan. However, Jagoan acted too suddenly.

In just a moment, he was already in front of the three-headed silver python. His hands constantly moved

as he formed seals. The seals condensed into a silver light that was around Jagoan’s hands.

Jagoan’s hands were enveloped by the silver light, and a skeletal shape formed. His fingers started to

look like claws.

It was Jagoan’s technique, the Tornado Claw!

At that moment, Jagoan forgot everything else! He only had one thought in mind which was to kill the

three-headed silver python and end the match. As long as the python had died, he still had a chance to

survive!

He raised his right hand, and his fingers formed a silver claw. He slashed right at the three-headed silver

python’s neck!

At that moment, the python was not conscious at all. Even with danger coming right for it, it still did not

move at all.

The python’s neck was sliced open by his claw. Blood started to frantically flow out, and his slash had

killed the python.

The three-headed silver python started to glow purple and its body was absorbed by the array after that!

No one expected Jagoan to be the one to kill the python in the end!

Even Jagoan felt like the situation was absurd.

He did not think that he would be the one to kill that beast in the end! Everyone would look at him

differently, and he would be able to use his Life Points to gain valuable treasures. However, even though

the python died at his hands, he would not be getting anything!

No one would look at him differently, and he would not get any Life Points. However, those thoughts

merely surfaced in Jagoan’s mind for a brief moment before they were tossed aside. His survival was the

most important at that moment!

After killing the three-headed silver python, he did not delay for a single moment as he fled toward the

barrier, trying to pull away from Jagoan.

He did not want to face Jagoan head-on at all so he ran. He had a speed technique, and that was enough

to escape Jagoan!

However, the moment he managed to flee five meters away, his protective shield exploded.

An incredible sense of danger caused him to tremble. Even if he did not turn back, he knew what was

happening!

At that moment, he ignored everything else as he frantically fled!

Unfortunately, Jagoan had used the laws of space as he attacked. No matter how fast Jagoan was, he

could not avoid the Broken Soul Blade!

The intense pain wrecked his whole body. The pain of his soul being eaten away caused Jagoan to cry

out.
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